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INVESTBOX PRODUCT LINE 

AND THE PRINCIPLE OF FORMING THE VALUE ADDED 

An integrated partnership service, Investbox, is intended for an Investbox User to 

conduct partnership activities along with Bit Trade for personal and professional 

development. 

To that end, Investbox provides: 

1. Investment products: IB packages of the Sophisticated Investor Program. 

2. Partnership products: IB modules of the Strategic Partner Program. 

A Bit Trade User, who has activated an IB module, becomes a Strategic Partner 

and receives a set of tools and solutions for promoting Investbox products. Price of each 

product includes base price and partnership remuneration distributed among participants 

involved in all partnership structures based on their performance according to the terms 

of the Partnership Program. 

A Strategic Partner receives 3 kinds of remuneration for their activities: 

 
1. Money. This kind of remuneration is credited in the form of money following 

the principle of the inter-level difference based on your level in the Career Plan that can 

be used at your own discretion.  

2. Sales points. Sales points show the volume of sales in your partnership structure 

and are credited following the principle of inter-level difference based on your level in 

the Career Plan. They are used for career development of the Strategic Partner in 

accordance with the Career Plan. 1 sales point is equal to $1,000 of the price of an IB 

module or an IB package. 

3. Structural bonuses. Structural bonuses are distributed among 8 lines of the 

partnership structure. The number of structural bonuses depends on the price of each IB 
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module and calculated assuming that 1 US dollar = 3 structural bonuses. For instance, if 

you sell the Agent IB module, the partnership remuneration of 50 US dollars is converted 

to 150 structural bonuses distributed among 8 lines of the higher-ranking partnership 

structure. 

This type of remuneration is automatically converted into a structural check 

according to the terms and conditions established by the Strategic Partner Program Terms 

and Conditions. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/files-bittrade/investbox/legal-doc/terms-and-conditions-strategic-partner-program.pdf
https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/files-bittrade/investbox/legal-doc/terms-and-conditions-strategic-partner-program.pdf
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IB Packages of the Sophisticated Investor Program 

Using IB packages as service tools, an Investbox User can buy a certain service or 

product to get a benefit. 

1. Providing IB package. 

Successfully develop your Registrator pool and receive guaranteed remuneration every 

72 hours for the development of the Bitbon System decentralized execution environment.  

2. BLS IB Package. 

Save and increase your capital by receiving from 72% to 140% profit by taking part in 

the Bit Trade Liquidity Staking Service. 

 

3. Intellectual Investor IB package. 

Get unique knowledge about advanced methods of conducting social and economic 

activities using the Bitbon System at the Academy of Information and Applied 

Economics. 
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IB Modules of the Strategic Partner Program 

Using IB modules as service tools, a Strategic Partner can build an effective structure 

of social ties to get remuneration based on their performance results. 

1. Agent IB module. 

Start your career as an Agent along with Bit Trade to get a profit from promoting Bit 

Trade services and take the opportunity to move to the next level of the Strategic Partner 

Program. 

 

2. Consultant IB module. 

Continue your career development as a Consultant to increase your profit from promoting 

Bit Trade services, get a new status and more opportunities. 

 

3. Adviser IB module. 

Become an Adviser to increase your profit and get all benefits provided by the Strategic 

Partner Program to to make the most of your partnership structure. 
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